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How They Fit Together

Learner

HOM

PL

17

Explicit thinking behaviors

Parameters for the design of 
learning



Day 2 
Agenda

• Reviewing the Day 1 (poster)
• Habits as an integrated part of instruction: 

operationalizing the district vision
• Listening with Understanding and Empathy
• Listening and learning with students
• Self-Assessment: Indicators of growth with the 

Habits
• Rotation Model: Learning from practitioners 

based on questions from dotstorming
• Reflections and actions
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Dotstorming Topics To 
Deepen Conversation



Attributes to 
Personalize
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Topic – Encourage voice in co-
creation, social construction

1. Revisit poster and 
acclimate to it.

2. Elaborate and build 
ideas. 

3. Reflect on process 
(HOM- self-discovery)
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Curriculum and Instructional Mind Shift

66

From: Knowing right answers.

To: Knowing how to 
behave  when 

answers are not 
immediately 

apparent. 
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Interconnected Systems Choices



Illustrative example: Manchester Public 
schools — Achieving equity through 
personalization

• Be learner driven
• Create multiple pathways to achieve identified goals
• Support innovation and expect continuous growth
• Engage in discourse where every voice is recognized and 

respected
• Reflect upon beliefs, behaviors, and assumptions and 

how they impact achievement
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MPS  Tool for Designing Opportunities for Students to Practice Cross-Disciplinary Capacities 
As we continue to design more intentional, regular opportunities with the capacities in mind, 

we also consider instructional implications both for teacher and student. This view of the 
document captures related habits of mind, student learning targets, and instructional 

suggestions for teacher and student.

Critical Thinking
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Operationalizing District Vision: Manchester

• Go to landing page and you will find the complete design
• Form groups of seven—each one take one
• Assign each person to one capacity 
• Highlight 3 key ideas from your reading of this work
• Share insights based on what you are learning from the work
• How might this help you in your settings?
• We will debrief this in the total group.
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Listening with understanding and empathy

Devoting mental energies to  
understanding others’ thoughts and 
feelings.
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How am I doing? Checklist for what I should SEE
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How am I doing? Checklist for what I should HEAR
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Appreciative Inquiry



Focus on what the students can do — identify 
strengths

•What  are some accomplishments you are 
most proud of?
•What strengths do you have that you feel 

would be most valuable when you are 
working with others?
•Which HOM do you feel are your greatest 

attributes?
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Develop opportunities — Circumstances 
that the student could leverage for success.

•What partnerships could you make that 
might lead you to  greater success? 
•What  do you observe in the world that 

seems to align with your greatest 
strengths?
•With whom could you work to design 

some new ideas that would take 
advantage of your strengths and the 
strengths of others?
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Aspirations — An expression of what you want to be 
and achieve in the future. A vision to build on 
current strengths, provide inspiration, and challenge 
the current situation.

•Who do you imagine you would most like 
to talk with about your future?
• How do you imagine you would make a 

difference in the world?
•Where might you find strategies and 

actions that could support your future 
self?
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Results — Tangible outcomes and measures that 
demonstrate you’ve achieved your goals and 
aspirations.

• How will you know if you are achieving 
your goals and aspirations?

• With whom would you want to share your 
results?

• How will you communicate and celebrate 
when you’ve achieved your goals?
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As we think about personalizing and moving 
students to self-generated, we need to design for 
their development as self assessing.
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Significance of Self 
Assessment

Of the 195 independent 
variables John Hattie has 
identified, self-assessment 
ranks third on his list in 
terms of importance—and 
it’s the single most effective 
learning strategy that 
students can use for 
themselves.
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Helping Students 
Know what Self-
Assessment Looks 
Like
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When you watch this 
animation, notice Chris’s 

strategy for finding 
humor 85



Placeholder for Finding Humor Animation
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What did you notice 
about how Chris 

handled finding humor?
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Finding Humor

• I can create things that are 
funny
• I can use humor to entertain, 

delight, and surprise others
• I can recognize, create, and 

evaluate whimsical 
ideas/situations
• I can laugh at myself when I 

make a foolish error or make 
a mistake
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Modeling How to Teach a Habit 
Directly
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Practice 
Listening at a 
Student-
Centered 
Conference
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Listening with understanding and empathy

Devoting mental energies to  
understanding others’ thoughts and 
feelings.
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Listening Sequence

• Pause
• Paraphrase
• Probe
• Inquire
• Clarify
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Practice Your Listening Skills

Speaker: Finish this sentence.

When I consider what I do best I 
think…

Listener: Use the Pause, 
Paraphrase, Probe sequence
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Practice Your Listening Skills

Speaker: Finish this sentence.

I always wondered about 
whether I could try…

Listener: Use the Pause, 
Paraphrase, Probe sequence
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WHAT VALUES ARE YOU 
EXPRESSING WHEN YOU 
LISTEN TO OTHERS SO 

INTENTLY?
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Berlin Learner Outcome: Thinking 
Interdependently
What it Means for Students Opportunities for Learning Coaching Language

The student will be able to...
● Participate thoughtfully in a 

reciprocal relationship
● Recognize the need to extend 

thinking by reaching out to others
● work together cooperatively to 

make one product
● Receive critical feedback
● Disagree and at times make 

changes
● Learn from the ideas of others and 

incorporate those ideas in one 
product

● Schoology
● Google docs
● Centers
● Learning Stations
● Social Engagement within 

academic tasks
● Responsive Classroom
● Readers and Writers Workshop
● Math Workshop
● Project Based Learning
● Team work

“How could you use what 
she said to change what you 
are doing?”

“In what ways did Sarah’s 
idea change how you were 
thinking?”
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Berlin Learner Outcome: Thinking 
Interdependently: Grades K-1
What does it look like? What does sound like?

Paired with listening with understanding 
and empathy
I can… 
● Work with others to solve a problem
● work together to help  others achieve 

their goals
● Give and receive feedback to help 

improve our work
● I can explain my thinking and listen to 

others’ thinking
● Share materials so that we can all 

work together

When you solve the problem of how to read together to give meaning to 
the text.
Example:“You read this page, then I’ll read the next page.” or “Let’s read 
chorally!”

“You wrote 2 + 2 is 5, but I think it’s 4.”
“Ok… I think you’re right.” because...

Turn taking in conversations… Who is the talker? Who is the listener?

Writing: Self/peer evaluation
“I can show you how I solved the problem.

Individuality preserved but bigger picture seen. 101
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Rotation Model: Interviewing Practitioners

Move to the table 
topic that most 
interests you to 

start.

15 minute 
conversation.

At the end of 15 
minutes you can 
stay or move to 
another topic
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About thinking 
dispositions---

“I used to think….
and now I think….

and therefore I will…”

2



THINK - WRITE – PAIR - SHARE
• Stand and make eye 

contact with a 
person in this room 
with whom you  
have NOT 
interacted.

• Share your “I used 
to think and now  I 
think….. and 
therefore I will…” 
statements.
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“THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT 
THE FUTURE

IS TO INVENT IT.”

ALAN KAY
APPLE COMPUTER CO.
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